
17:06:22  From Jamee McGee : Reacted to "Becca - Neurology" 
with 

❤

17:08:41  From Rebecca Weber : Do we get notified if they have 
submitted the letter?
17:08:57  From Ryanne Heiny : Replying to "Do we get notified 
i..." 

 Yes! You get confirm...
17:10:44  From Cassie Panning : Can your letter come from a 
residency trained DVM who has not fully completed all requirements for 
being a diplomate?
17:11:01  From Kate Kennedy : Reacted to "Can your letter 
come..." with 

👍

17:11:51  From Cassie Panning : To clarify test has been 
passed, paper has not been published :)
17:12:15  From Cassie Panning : Sounds good, just wanted to 
clarify :)
17:14:48  From Katharine Barker : The lot of oncology text 
books are older than 10 years old can we use them still or do they 
have to be under 10 years old
17:15:55  From Jennifer Zuckerman : Same issue with neurology I 
can only find 2 text books within 10 years. The newer books got 
delayed in being published
17:16:25  From Janine Reid : Can all 3 exam q's come from the 
same reference source? or do we need to reference more than 1 source?
17:17:07  From Shayna Crooks : is there a preferred number of 
sources for each question? Does one suffice or do you need to show it 
from multiple sources?
17:22:40  From Stephany Tohaza : If I am applying for the 
internal medicine VTS, but most of the skills I have done it through 
ER and not internal medicine is it ok?
17:23:07  From Michelle Costa : Does the DVM who can sign off, 
need to be a DVM in your specialty?
17:23:13  From Jamee McGee : Reacted to "Does the DVM who 
can..." with 

❤

17:23:36  From Kate Kennedy : Reacted to "If I am applying 
for..." with 

👍

17:23:43  From Deirdre Meehan : so the skills don't need to be 
mastered during this application year?
17:26:29  From Annabelle clark : E transaction
17:27:09  From Rebecca McDonald : As CSF for neurology, I know 
there are some places tech are allowed to do so, but I can only 
“assist” or position the patient for this procedure, is that only 
assist or does it count as perform?
17:27:16  From Stella Fundingsland : In the universal skills 
list, can skill #5 "propose and implement anesthesia" apply to sedated 
procedures? Or should it be reserved for full GA procedures?
17:28:54  From Ariel Colman : For universal skill list there is 
a section for placing male urinary catheters but what about females? 



Can they count too?
17:29:27  From Jennifer Zuckerman : Is the mechanical vent and 
surgical vent the same thing? Or is mechanical vent more for long term 
ventilation?
17:29:35  From Ariel Colman : I don’t believe it is either for 
neurology
17:29:41  From Stella Fundingsland : For the cardio ECG 
essential skills - Can ECG recordings be taken from a Holter report 
(that the applicant placed)?
17:30:08  From Jennifer Zuckerman : Like a hallowell vent for 
surgery is ok?
17:30:51  From Rebecca McDonald : Reacted to "Is the mechanical 
ve…" with 

❤

17:31:57  From Ariel Colman : For neurology there is an 
essential skill section that talks about TIVA and IPPV. Does the vent 
count as IPPV?
17:32:03  From Stella Fundingsland : If the cardio images were 
obtained during the application year, do we have to reference that 
patient in our case log?
17:32:33  From Rebecca McDonald : Reacted to "For neurology 
there …" with 

❤

17:32:52  From Ariel Colman : Ok, so we you guys are looking 
for more of intermittent IPPV
17:33:13  From Ariel Colman : Yes, thank you
17:34:00  From Stella Fundingsland : Ok, thank you!
17:34:24  From Deirdre Meehan : For Onco Essential Skill #3, do 
we have to submit pictures of LN/mass measurements for every case log 
we submit?
17:35:38  From Deirdre Meehan : OK. Thanks! LOL
17:37:23  From Rebecca Weber : For oncology staging - we are 
just doing the diagnostics that are needed, not the stage of the 
disease?  With that do we need to discuss each stage or substage for 
the specific cancers on the client education.
17:38:05  From Stephany Tohaza : What if the final diagnosis is 
cancer and my specialty is internal medicine?
17:38:20  From Rebecca Weber : yes
17:39:02  From Katharine Barker : Can you use patients that 
started treatment prior to the application year that are still being 
treated in the application year?
17:39:04  From Stephany Tohaza : Ok thank you
17:40:17  From Jennifer Zuckerman : Do we need to cite a skill 
at least 5 times or if we only cite it once does that count ? If we 
cite something over 10 Tims can we not cite that skill anymore or 
should be continue to cite them regardless if they applied to any case
17:40:17  From Janine Reid : How will you be evaluating 
diversity of cases when there is now no write up and we are just 
listing skills?
17:41:17  From Rebecca Weber : for essential skills client 
education do we need to discuss every chemotherapy option or do we do 
the most common protocol, relating to the chemo administration?



17:41:46  From Rebecca Weber : oncology
17:42:04  From Rebecca Weber : sure
17:42:23  From Shayna Crooks : do we list the treatment start 
date as 10/1/23 for patients that were seen prior to year starting?
17:43:03  From Michelle Costa : Is it okay if the cases are not 
being submitted in chronological order?
17:43:25  From Michelle Costa : okay, thank you
17:43:58  From Ariel Colman : What if it’s the same patient but 
has come multiple times (example cytosar injections/ CRI) do we list 
them as a separate case log/ can we use them multiple times?
17:44:44  From Magen Stevenson : CNS lymphoma is under the 
neuro knowledge list. Does the count as a neuro case or a part of the 
10% outliers
17:45:15  From Kate Kennedy : I have a polycythemia case that 
we worked up and now sees us and Cardio, is that one of the 10% or 
90%?
17:45:21  From Ariel Colman : Thank you
17:46:05  From Magen Stevenson : Cool, thanks
17:46:26  From Stella Fundingsland : What if all the diagnoses 
are related? E.g. MMVD with secondary PHT and atrial fibrillation. Do 
we list that as the final dx in one case log?
17:46:45  From Stephany Tohaza : What if we have a diabetic cat 
that we have seen for years and developed lymphoma would that count as 
oncology? And I would only be able to use it as part of my 10%
17:46:46  From Kate Kennedy : reverse PDA
17:47:13  From Kate Kennedy : ok, thanks!
17:47:41  From Stella Fundingsland : Yes
17:48:57  From Stephany Tohaza : Ok, thank you
17:51:12  From Magen Stevenson : Is it better to have a case 
with a definitive diagnosis for our case reports
17:51:58  From Rebecca Weber : Can you write a case report for 
an exotic animal, say a fox for oncology?
17:51:58  From Jennifer Zuckerman : How many sources do you 
have to have to cite per case report? it says there needs to be 4 
sources but I wasn’t sure if that were cumulative or per case report?
17:54:12  From Michelle Costa : If I am reporting the abnormals 
from diagnostics like a chemistry, do I need to have a laboratory 
sheet at the end of all the blood results or is it okay to have only 
my abnormal value with the reference range
17:54:41  From Jennifer Zuckerman : How do you refer to mixed 
breed dogs? Is it okay to write mixed breed or can you write Labrador 
mix ?
17:55:18  From Janine Reid : Is it better to keep all the 
discussion of the disease process to the discussion section? Or is it 
ok to have some discussion of the pathophysiology in the case 
management section?
17:57:02  From Shayna Crooks : when reporting abnormal lab work 
results, do you need to include that something like “all other values 
were found to be within normal limits”?
18:01:04  From Jennifer Zuckerman : If the patient was 



transferred to your service from another service like ER should your 
history start at when it came to your service or should you include 
from when it was presented to the hospital with its symptoms
18:06:46  From Katharine Barker : For the essential skills 
procedures, if you talk about patients needing sedation do you need to 
include what medications you would use? Or can you say light sedation, 
or heavy sedation is needed?
18:06:48  From Magen Stevenson : Thank you so much!
18:07:15  From Michelle Costa : Im sure Ill have more questions 
as we move along!
18:08:23  From Taber Korosec : Just want to say thank you so 
much Liz!!  You've been so supportive and amazing and appreciate you 
and your understanding!
18:08:37  From Michelle Costa : Is it best to use the Facebook 
group or email you with questions?
18:11:03  From Michelle Costa : Thank you for this information 
tonight!


